[Evaluation of the therapeutic response: role of isotopic imaging].
In comparison with conventional imaging, nuclear medicine offers an original metabolic approach for the assessment of the therapeutic response. Gallium 67, thallium 201, technetium 99m-labeled sestamibi and diphosphonates can be performed for therapeutic response assessment in lymphoma, brain and breast tumours, sarcoma, or bone metastasis. PET-CT facilities are now easily available in France and are ready to provide a new and accurate tool in oncology, specially for therapeutic evaluation. The procedure consists in the injection of fluor-18-fluoro-déoxyglucose (18FDG), an analogue of glucose, followed by a PET then a CT acquisition for FDG uptake abnormalities location. Therapeutic response is assessed by a decrease of 18FDG tumoral uptake between two consecutive studies. Methodology and interpretation criteria have been recently defined in international guidelines. 18FDG-PET-CT seems to be a valuable tool for therapeutic response assessment of patients with Hodgkin or non Hodgkin malignant lymphoma. Promising preliminary results have been recently published for lung, gastro-intestinal and head and neck cancers. PET-CT could also be able to predict the therapeutic response after the first courses of chemotherapy, allowing an early treatment optimization. Finally, new PET agents pave the way for molecular imaging with promising results in gene therapy and targeted treatment in oncology.